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Spring Weekend Bands Announced
by Vordo
Features Editor

Although the desert of work may
seem endless, there is an oasis
waiting on the horizon. This watering hole for the senses is Spring
Weekend, our last moment to blow
off steam before finals. For some

selected individuals — the seniors
— Spring Weekend is a chance to
take a look back at the past four
years, before entering the "real"
world.
This year, TCAC has worked
overtime to create a weekend that
promises diversity and good times.
The line-up of bands has something for almost everyone: sounds
ranging from the blues, sweet har-

'Til Tuesday will be the band to watch this Spring Weekend.

Quad by Candlelight
by Chris Quinn
Senior News Staff

On April 30th, the Progressive
Students Alliance and the AntiApartheid Committee sponsored a
Candlelight Vigil in opposition to
the policy of apartheid in South
Africa. . •
The organizers' purpose was to
make the issue of apartheid more
widely known at Trinity and attempt to educate unknowledgable
students about it.-In addition, both
sides of the issue of divestiture
were presented by the two speakers.
,
The sponsor groups hoped that
the event would influence Trinity
College' to make an official statement against apartheid.
The evening began with the
crowd singing "One Tin Soldier."
Then Professor Wade of the Philosophy Department spoke in favor of divestiture in South Africa.
He was followed by Reverend Tull,
who spoke against divestment.

After the two speakers, candles
were lighted for individuaj inspiration.
The sponsors of the event were
extremely pleased with the turnout — close to 350 people. The
large number was especially pleasing due to the fact that this event
is the first of its kind to be held at
Trinity this year.

monies, and fusion, and singers
such as a blond bombshell accompanied by a few pretty boys, and a
4'10" female bodybuilder. The circus is in town at the Civic Center,
but not at Trinity, even though
we'll have enough excitement that
it could seem like a circus at times.
The festivities start Friday night
at 10:00 pm as the Washington
Room becomes the famed Animal
(Delta) House. We will be taken
back to the late fifties for the type
of rowdiness that made the fifties
so famous.
The music Friday night is being
provided by the Sam and Dave Review.' These legendary bluesman
penned and performed the original
"Soul Man", the song that made
the Blues Brothers more than just
a Saturday Night Live skit. Sam
and Dave also wrote "I Thank
You", a song made famous by ZZ
Top. Sam and Dave's band, Blaze,
has a full horn section that will
guarantee to have you jumping.
Warming up the party will be Otis
Lewis and the Soul Dukes who will
be blasting your favorite Motown
sounds.
On the Quad Saturday at 2:30
everyone will have their last
chance to see their favorite Trinity
performers in the annual Alligator
Jam. The bands appearing will be
(in order of appearance): The Common Thing, After Dark, The Pipes,
Afternoon Jazz, and The Maul
Rats.
The festivities will start Sunday
at high noon with the band Hellen
Wheels, followed by 'Til Tuesday.
A performance by the Ramones
will cap off the days events.
Helen Wheels (pun intended) is
a well muscled rocker from New
York. She has co-written many
songs with the Blue Oyster Cult,
as well as putting out an Ep called
"Postmodern Living". The music
promises a hard edge for you metal
rebels.
'Til Tuesday hails out of Boston,
and is led by the beautiful Aimee

The New Sam and Dave Review will be performing Friday night in the
Washington Room.
Mann. This tall, leggy blonde is the
band's vocalist as well as lyrist.
The other musicians are Michael
Hausman on drums, Joey Pesce on
keyboards, and Robert Holmes on
guitar. Together, these musicians
create a sound that is funky and
highly dancible, while maintaining
a certain restrained and almost lucid air to their music.
'Til Tuesday's first single
"Voices Carry" (from the album of

the front runners of the New York
punk scene, capitalizing on a hard
edged guitar, thrashing bass,
gnarled drums, and spat lyrics.
Since then, the Ramones have
released several albums, including
a live double set, and they are responsible for many punk/thrash
anthems like "Rock'en Roll High
School," "I Want To Be Sedated,",
and "Beat The Brat," which are
still heard on progressive radio.
—-*igje^Rjlmoties- have-also been on
MTV, but now their sound is more
and fiery look at a failing relationrefined even though the intensity
ship. This song has garnered good
of their early days still remains.
air play on top forty radio, and
This band really does live on greasy
MTV just loves their video.
pizza, and every member' of the
- 'Til Tuesday is certainly the band
band shares the last name Rato watch in the coming years, for
mone. This high powered band
their sound is fresh and innovative
promises to be loud, if not anyenough to_ become a top forty
thing else.
,
Standard. You will be able to impress your friends with, "they
For a weekend, the academic
were great when they played at
world of Trinity will close its doors,
our 1985 Spring Weekend."
while its students relax in the May
. sun. But until then, work hard, for
The featured band of the day,
after this weekend, finals are on
the Ramones, have been around for
the horizon,
awhile. Back in 1974, they were

Students who attended the Vigil
felt that it brought different viewpoints . concerning divestiture 'to
their attention and helped to expand their knowledge of the subject.
The Anti-Apartheid Committee,
which is in favor of divestiture, is
now composing a letter to the
Board of Trustee's urging them to
divest. In addition, they are putting together a fact sheet to be
distributed to.students to further
their knowledge of the situation.
The issue will also be brought up
before the faculty in hope that they
will support divestiture of Trinity's funds as a group.

Inside:
Joe Shield Drafted By Packers
Another Homophobia Letter
Bookstore Edstoria!

Women's Lax Tri-Captains Susie Cutler, Sydney Fee, and Karen Rodgers posing with the NIAC championship plaque their (earn won on Sunday. See Sports for story.
phol0 by John shiffman
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SGA - The Controversy Rages on . .
The same, one who writes i! every
week
The SGA met in secret session
last Tuesday to discuss the ramifications of the recent disclosures by
Saga Inc. that, club soda in the
Cave now cost the same as regular
soda.
SGA President Steve Norton ordered the door closed. He said he
didn't want "no nobody knowin'
bout this shit but members." The
Intruder spoke confidentiality with
several SGA members. They
leaked the stuff.
When confronted with this, Norton was visibly shaken, "This is a
very serious matter, our national
sec — I mean school integrity is at
stake."
Rumors have been floating
around campus for weeks about
the change in price policy ever
since Coke decided that it would
change its flavor 'cause Pespi said
it was better and Coke said it

wasn't but they were wrong and
Lee Coffin said he only drank Diet
Coke, whose taste changes about
as often as he changes his socks of
argyle, that are kind of neat and I
don't have a crush on Lee. Who's
been saying that?
Then'John Bonelli said that he
didn't care but added that he was
aware. Phil O'Brien was ecstatic
when he found out the news. He
could not be reached for comment
however as he is working closely
with Vice-President Smith on some
super-secret project that I heard
about from Dean Winer but I have
to keep a secret 'cause only I can
know about it since it's still not
finalized and stuff for the Intruder
but is really really important.
Anyway, then, apparently Lee
Coffin stood up and said that he
thought that "...you gotta pay tor
fizz."
Steve Gerber disagreed but nobody likes him anyway. Liz Cahn
said she didn't think personal

Cooking Unit Dwellers

drinking- habits are nobody's
"Beeswax but mine. Look, I'll tell
ya, at frats you don't have to pay
for it. I should know. But hey, my
personal life is not for anyone to
talk about but me, so that's it,
bye."
Secretary Melissa Farley added,
"hey, wait a minute, what was that
again? I lost you at 'I'll tell ya.'"
Dean Winer would not comment
and Dean Tolliver said it wasn't
his decision and Dean Chu-Richardson said T'ai likes the "little
bubbles" and President English
said as long as they don't "start
charging extra for the twist of
lemon, it's cool" and Vice-President Smith will meet with Mike
Duffy and Phil O'Brien and "get
to the bottom of this, and I'll tell
you, heads will roll."
The next SGA meeting will be
held in Hamlin Hall tonight at 9pm.
The public is invited to attend.
Long-winded input is welcome.

Testify...

"Going off Saga was a mistake!"
Going off the Saga meal plan has
never been so dangerous or lifethreatening as it is now according
to a recent study by the Adminstration's committee on cooking
units. Students are being held captive by their culinary creations
sometimes for days on end, in what
it believed to be a Communist plot
by Edwards Food Warehouse to
subvert the meals of college students. Although the reports of subversion have not been confirmed
yet, Trinity students are being terrorized by, yes, it's true, food!

"I swear, one day I reached into
the refrigerator for the leftover
macaroni and cheese, and something grabbed my hand. I told my
roommate to clean out the refrigerator," cried Kate Caspar, who
claims she was locked in her room
by a rabid pork chop. Students who
have chosen to remain anonymous
tell of the grief and agony they
have dealt with since abandoning
Saga.
"You know, I never casred for
the tofu chunks at Saga, so I went
off the meal plan, thinking a cook-

ing unti would be ideal. Well, I was
wrong. I mean, whatever we cook
turns against us. My roommates
have been hit with English muffins
and battered with Sugar Pops. I'm
afraid to get up in the morning
because breakfast is too frightening," says an anonymous sophomore.
A committee to study the rigors
of cooking unit life has formulated
several theoris as to why students
are being hurt by food. Saga Bob
is being held without bail in a maximum security prison after stucontinued on-page 4

Library Miracle Water

Guaranteed Weight Loss
Up to 10 lbs. bythe time
Open Curriculum
Disappears
Dayl
Breakfast- Raisin, cut with knife, chew slowly, you will feel full!
Lunch- Quell urge to eat by going to Saga and sticking hand through
toaster. When done, drink 10 glasses of water.
Dinner- Is it steak night? Steak, get someone else's ticket, more steak,
pasta stuff, Cap'n Crunch, peanut butter-topped baked potato, cake, 10
gallon ice cream drum, finger, puke.

Day 2
Breakfast- Diet Coke
Lunch-18 pieces Bazooka gum
Dinner- Pack of filterless cigarettes

Day 3
Breakfast- Donut, orange juice, eggs, toast, run to classes
Lunch- Sculpt mountain ranges out of Saga chicken salad — don't eat it!
Dinner- Make obscene phone call to Donizetti's Pizza. Stare longingly at
carrot stick.

Day 4
Jesus! Haven't they changed the curriculum yet? Go on hunger strike to
protest apartheid.

r
Breakfast- Pick oat flakes out of granola, eat them.
Lunch-Stick head under soda dispenser and drink enough Pepsi to explode
Dinner- Take-out Chinese, 16 eggrolls, wonton soup, lo mein, the works.
Dessert - Frosted Flakes and Ex-Lax.

It's been called the 'Lourdes of Trinity'
Library Miracle Water has healing powers
that will turn the dumbest student into an intellectual giant. Two librarians, while assisting a student who fainted from brain fatigue
while reading People magazine, discovered
the benefits of Library Miracle Water.

BEFORE

All-New Open
Curriculum Diet

Day 6
If you haven't achieved desired weight loss, try clipping you toenails,
cutting hair, and taking off jewelry.

BLOOM COUNTY

AFTER
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R
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Was on academic probation

v

Breakfast- Gin
Lunch- Cottage cheese
Dinner- Spiritual possesion.

Contemplates issues of great international importance

Couldn't even pass gym
Had the attention span of a cough
' drop

Invented formula to make Saga
food taste good
Was President's Fellow in three
majors

itlitaai
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YES! I too want to experience the miraculous powers of
Library Miracle Water. I enclose $8.95 for a 4 oz. v i a l enough to transform me into a brilliant student.
NameAddress
Please .enclose check or money order. No. CO, D.'s.
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Intruder Predictions for Academic Year
George Will will play Spring
Weekend.
Pop-Tarts will be discovered to
posess life extending properties.
The Observer will cease publication
because they disgusted even themselves.

SGA holds weekly meetings, still
(but noone but Steve Gerber cares).

Aliens will claim Life Sciences
Center as a center for universal
power.

New competition on the Trinity
journalism scene surfaces as yet
another newspaper comes out, entitled Cheer-up , a special interest
newspaper catering to cheerlead-

Monitors of security cameras will
sell.blackmail films titled "Ecstasy
Under the Arches."

The Trinity Pipes sign a contract
to make a new beach blanket movie
with Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. While in Hollywood:
Andy Carlson has a torrid affair
with Linda Evans;
Michael Connelly joins a new
wave band, spikes his hair and
stars in "Repo Man II;"
Jon Potter buys a head shop on
Sunset Boulevard;
Lisa Howell dreams that the entire group falls out of the seventh
story of a highrise apartment
building;
Karen Beimdiek really lears to
surf;
Ted Coxe finds Jim Morrison,
and
Floyd Higgins falls asleep during a performance.

Mr. Follet's arrested for public
fondling of medieval textbooks.
"It's the kid's fault, I tell ya," he
extols as Hartford Police drag him
off.

Infirmary hires Witch Doctor to
treat cases of severe possession.

A crackdown on fraternities requires writing samples and proficiency examinations be submitted
to frats before open rush.
TCAC boosts popularity by sponsoring quilting bees throughout fall
term.

The Buddy Holly look becomes all
the rage.
Dr. Ruth becomes new College Interfraternity counselor.

Elaine, Andy and Christy all get
jobs and are blissfully happy and
come back to visit a lot.

Trinity's Poet-in-Residence will be
David Lee Roth.
David Letterman will be named
God. A chapter of the Church of
Letterman will be formed at Trinity.

Giant Squirrel Terrorizes
The Babies of Trinity College

Austin Arts center changes it's exterior color from toasted almond
to muted butterscotch.

Madonna will be named head of
the Women's Center.

The book scanner at the Library
becomes equipped with flashing
lights and police sirens.
Trinity forms Disco Alliance, a
support group for students still
stuck in the seventies.

B&G installs pink flamingos on the
Quad.

Wesleyan develops respect for
Trinity students.

College Republicans object to
the jjink is "of-

A flash earthquake swallows the
^tatu^o^the^jgjio.^, p ^ _ _

Dave Discenza arested for committing indecency with a pink lawn
flamingo.
Courant editorial headline reads,
"Discenza Offends Ya"

Tripod spoofs will be funny.

Frank Purdue named Dean of Faculty and Dana Professor of Poultrious Emiritus.

Trinity's Admissions Office actively recruits punk students to
quell "Wonder Bread" tendencies
in the student body.

Campus Pizza lady hires Mr. T to
track down bad cheeks.

Public urination becomes a varsity
sport. Trinity tops in the nation.
SGA skips a meeting and no one
notices,

Grace Jones will enroll as an IDP
student.

photo by Lassie

Joan Baez Look-Alike Contest
sponsored. No one wins.

After Dark will be nuked.

Not Smart Yet?
Go Back
\
Liberal Disinfectant created in
chem lab.
Mrs. Butterworth gets a job at the
Cave.
The Bantam, Trinity's mascot, will
be replaced by a blue and gold
iguana.
Entire curriculum controversy
doesn't amount to a hill o' beans.

to Page 2
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More Trouble on Vernon Street

Frisky Runs Amok!
Last week a giant mutant squirrel, which allegedly escaped frum
a chemistry lab, terrorized the
Trinity campus in a rampage that
included an attack on one of Trinity's fraternities.
The squirrel, fondly called
"Frisky" by its owner, escaped
from its lab in Life Sciences Center last Wednesday and brought
terror to the hearts of Trinity students and particularly to the hearts
of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity
members. One brother stated, "My
girlfriend called and told me she
had seen a giant squirrel on the
Quad. I knew immediately that we
were in danger. We boarded up all
the windows and bolted the doors,
but the damn thing tried to climb
down the chimney. The roof almost caved in!" Fortunately for
AD, security was soon on the scene
armed with several tranquilizer
guns. Said Director of Security Michael Schweighoffer, "It took a
long time, but we finally gave the
beast enough shots to put him

out." The squirrel was then taken
by Security back to Life Sciences
Center where a volunteer corps of
biology majors put it to sleep. A
grave for "Frisky" is being dug
behind the building.
The Intruder talked with Dr.
Henry DePhillips, chairman of the
chemistry department, about the
incident. Dr. DePhillips stated that
he didn't know anything about the
squirrel until it broke loose. "I
gave one of my advanced biochemistry students permission to use
that lab for an independent study
project. I respected his request
that I keep out of the lab until the
project was complete." Freshman
chemistry student Andrew Waxier
told the Intruder that he had heard
rumors about some kind of secret
experiment, but he did not believe
that it could be of such magnitude.
"I figured someone was inventing
a new formula for Saga spaghetti
sauce." The student allegedly re-.
sponsible for the squirrel couid not
be reached for comment.
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Frisky on her frenzied raid of AD, (he mutant squirrel was finally blown away, too bad.

Horror
Stories Hi!

Trinity's Babies:
Is T'ai Too Much?
Little T'ai Chu-Richardson is
often affectionately called, "Trinity's Little Baby." Students often
see him around campus riding on
his Mom's or Dad's back, and occasionally in the Cave, and we feel
that he is somehow our baby. But
T'ai is not Trinity's only baby. How
do less visible Trinity babies feel
about T'ai's place in the spotlight?
The Intruder interviewed other
Trinity babies to find out how they
feel about this often delicate issue.
Joseph (Jofie) Leach, son of Dr.
Eugene Leach and Kathy Frederick' was not at all disturbed by the
fact that T'ai is getting all of the
attention. Said Jofie, "I personally
am not at all concerned by the fact
that T'ai is 'Trinity's Little Baby'
while I am only known by a handful of American Studies majors.
I'm a private kind of guy and I
really wouldn't appreciate a bunch
of students gawking at me if I happened to spit up in the Cave. I don't
gawk at them when they're drunk
and making fools of themselves so
I see no reason why they should
watch every move I make. They
don't need to know what kind of
baby food I eat or what kind of
diapers I wear. I see that as a private matter between me and my
parents. Besides, T'ai is not the
most popular baby on campus because he's the cutest, it's just because he's the most visible. A lot
of students see Paula Chu-Rich-

continued from page 2

ardson about their personal problems, but very few students see my
mom to have a press release written. I'm not at all jealous. I cherish
my privacy." Jofie's sister, Rachel,
now a Trinity toddler, agreed with
her brother. "When I was a Trinity baby, I was not visible on campus and now that I look back on it
I'm glad. A life in the public eye is
not an easy one. I hope T'ai makes
ito.k."
Unfortunately, all Trinity babies
are not as well adjusted as Jofie
and Rachel. When the Intruder interviewed Dr. Sharon Herzberger's son the response we got was
"Waaaaaaaaaaa!" Said Dr. Herzberger, "Our older child took the
situation in stride but he's not adjusting well at all. We hope,
though, that as he matures he will
be better able to accept it."
Any student who is even a little
bit observant will have noticed that
there.are soon to.be more Trinity
babies about. Nusha Martynuk and
Carter McAdams are highly visible
and popular professors on campus,
so their child seems destined for
the life that T'ai Chu-Richardson
is now leading, Ron Kiener and
Andrea Cohen-Kiener recently had
a son. What will his fate be? Let's
hope that these children will be
content in the roles that the Trinity community dictates and that
they don't fall prey to the fickle
affections of the public.

Tai photographs by Tai Entertainment Productions International, a subsidiary of ITT Telecommunications Worldwide.

Through My Binoculars.

A

8

dents accused him of using black
magic to terrorize students not on
the meal plan. "We don't want to
turn this into a witch-hunt. But we
don't want students to be killed by
their qwn §a|ads," said Bean
livan, head of the committee
"It'.s downright scary," said Lucretia Boznia, cashier at the Cave.
"Dese students, dey come down
here all the time because dey can't
.even cook no more." Due to the
overcrowding at the Cave, new tables have been added. However,
students find eating in the post office area unattractive. Several additional slaw cooks have been
added to the Cave's staff.
"It's almost too much to go back
to my room, my roommate and I
had the room exorcised and it blew
my mind! After the priest sprinkled water on the refrigerator, the
door swung open and tuna salad
flew around the room, then out the
window. It killed one of those
townie kids on their bikes. Yuck,"
said Dale John, who, in his concern
to protect other students from the
horror, has set up an "evil-food"
support group.
Until the mystery can be solved,
students are advised to toss their
cookies out until the attacks cease.
Toaster ovens may be brought to
the Chapel to be blessed from 1-3
p.m. on weekdays. In the meantime, "students must remain calm,
so what's a little bullying by some
bagel gonna do," asks Vice-President Smith. Students be warned:
Saga-is the best thing that ever
happened to you!

Martin Bihl Disease

by Mimi PinheadT
Well, my little chickadees, I've
been hard at work a|l week listening to the Grapevine, reading
memo boards,, eavesdropping in
the Cave, and bribing members of
the administration to come up with
some, juicy tidbits for you. From
my mouth to your ears, as it were.
But please remember, be discreet.
Word has it that this weekend
will be a fun-filled time for all. Yes!
Spring Weekend. It's official, we
are having it. Isn't that exciting?
Oh, you want to know the band.
Gee, I didn't find that out. Oh, but
not to worry. I'll find out by next
Tuesday and let you know'. :•/
•••'• And while we're speaking of par-

ties I've heard that the administration is going to throw a party, for
seniors. Graduation Ball they're
calling it. Isn't that elegant? Oh?
You already knew about it?
They've been doing it for years?
Well, maybe, but it's always been
a secret until the last minute, but
this time I found out for you. I
couldn't quite get the date, though.
Don't worry, you'll find out.
Rumor has it that a certain Dean
of Faculty is going to resign. I tried
to find out the reason but I couldn't
quite get anything. Oh, wait a min:
ute! That happened a year ago.
Silly me,
.
V
That's all the official news I have
for you. Now for the personal stuff.

That's always my favorite. Well, it
seems that a certain blonde-haired
girl with blue eyes and a pert nose
is seriously dating a member of
Delta Psi fraternity (that's St. A's
for those lower-class of you who
don't know their real name). He
1
(who shall remain nameless but I'll
give you a hint: he wears Bermuda
shorts and Ray Bans and drives a
Saab) took her to the Spring Fling
(she looked just darling in her
Laura Ashley dress) and they've
been seeing each other ever since.
Two whole weeks! I think I hear
wedding bells . . .
And, a certain member of the
football team, star quarterback,

with the initials J.S. has been
asked to join an N.F.L. (that's National Football League) team. That
hasn't happened at Trinity. in a
very long time. We're a pretty
wimpy football school. We don't
have those guys with no necks that
can't spell Mississippi and who major in remedial English like they
have at those big football schools,
you know like . . . What? You want
to know what team picked J.S.?
Oh, I forgot to find that out. Well,
ask him yourself. I don't have the
time to find out everything, do I??
Well, it's time for me to go. And
remember, this is just between you
and me. Shhh . . .

— Are all of your clothes black?
— Are you growing a beard like
shaggy in "Scooby Doo?"
— Do you write poetry?
— Send your donations to the
Martin Bibl.Fondaiion_
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Inside: Predictions, Horoscopes, Recipes, and
much, much more
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Trinity In truder

Open Curriculum Diet!
Lose Pounds Fast Fast Fast!

Terrified Junior Confesses:
"I took a Security car
to Mars and lived."
see i n s i d e . . .

Chairs:
The Shocking
Truth Will
Surpise You!!!!

Dean Winer to Wed
Joan Collins!
Intruder Reveals AH

June Wedding Date Set
Chu-Richardson Maid of Honor
J.R. Ewing Best Man
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Editorial

ETTERS

TRINITY TRIPOD

"Maybe I'm the problem"
These are the words of Bill Scharnweber, manager of
Trinity's Follett bookstore. Mr. Scharnweber came to this
astounding realization last week as he discussed the
obvious friction that exists between himself and the
College student body. He thinks the problem we have
is that his prices are too high. He's right; but that's not
all. If you buy a new book at Follet's for $10, you can
resell it to Follet's for $5 at the end of the semester.
Then, if you were to buy that same book (now used) the
following semester, it would cost you $7.50. That's a
50% profit for Follet's. We'll grant him the privelege of
exploitative capitalism here, but what we really have a
problem with is the surly, condescending attitude of Mr.
Scharnweber. It seems that he sees himself as some
sort of scholar of the bibliotole. Mr. Scharnweber is a
self-professed expert on literary topics but none of that
does us any good when he has to say that he "can't
guarantee everyone enrolled in a course will be able to
purchase all the books." Books represent our education
in its purest sense. If we don't have the opportunity to
obtain assigned books, how are we expected to perform
to expectations?

Your $3 at Work
When the Connecticut State House of Representatives
raised the drinking age to 21 two weeks ago, students
from ConnPIRG worked hard to add an ammendment to
the law grandfathering 20-year olds. Then last week, when
the grandfather clause ran into trouble in the more
conservative State Senate, Patty Sinicropi and her disciples lobbied at least ten senators during the floor
debate and turned the concensus of the body around.
The grandfather clause was approved and those who
turn 20 before September 1, 1985 will be legal for all of
the 85-86 academic year.
Students at Trinity have an option to request a threedollar refund from the Student Activities Fee if they feel,
that the organization's efforts have not been in the
student interest. Certainly a grandfather clause is in the
interest of every student at Trinity. Although such a
clause may not affect every student directly, it has to
affect the current study being conducted on a new alcohol study for the College. We thank ConnPIRG for
their diligence arid ask the Administration to delay any
change in alcohol policy until September 1, 1986, when
the grandfather clause expires.
• VOL DO • ISSUE 0

Editor

Long Walk Question Deemed Biased
To the Editor,
Last week "On the Long Walk"
students were asked if Trinity
should "divest its interests in
South Africa to protest apartheid," and the response was an
overwhelming "yes." It is clear,
however, that many of these students did not fully understand the
issue, in part because the wording
of the question was extremely misleading. The term "interests" used
in the Tripod's question is vague
and ought not to have used. Many
of the responding students were
given the impression that Trinity
was in some way like a mulit-national corporation, owning and operating diamond mines and
chemical plants in South Africa.
Nowhere is there any mention of
the real issue which is Trinity's
ownership of stock in American
corporation*! which happen to do
bunnens in South Africa - companies such as IBM, 3M,. Coca-Cola,
Hewlett-Packard, and General Motors. The correct question to ask,
then, would be "should Trinity sell
its stock in American companies
which conduct business in South
Africa?" If the question - in its
proper form as it applies to the
College - were now asked, we are
sure the responses would be less
in support of divesture.
Before taking issue with the article, "Group Questions South African Investment," we would like
to preclude a flood of letters by
stating emphatically that we are

English 338 Deserves Credit Too
To the Editor:
Last Friday an article appeared
in The Hartford Courant describing Joyce Baker's play Homo Genus, performed last weekend at
Trinity by students. The article
gave Joyce Baker much deserved
credit for a fine play. What it did
not mention was the kind of credit
also owing to the students in English 388 who gave a semester of
their time to this project of staging
Joyce's play. Their energy, their
enthusiasm, and their major commitment of time also deserve recognition. Matthew Moore, the .
director, who edited as well as directed the play, Sara Ragland, the
stage manager, Philip Ailing, Ken
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neither racists, nor segregationists, nor are we advocating an
apartheid policy for South Africa.
We feel, however, that the article
was not illuminating and was a far
cry from unbiased journalism. The
article has a definite slant toward
a divestiture policy, and by neglecting to examine the full implications of such a policy, the article
leads a reader to believe that divestiture would have no impact
other than affording the black
more freedom.
Currently, thirty of the fifty
largest corportions in America
conduct business in South Africa.
If Trinity College were to dump its
shares of stock in those U.S. companies, the effect on the stock
market would probably be barely
noticable. However, if such a policy were pursued by all similar,
stock-holding institutions, the resulting economic and social impacts could be severe and farreaching. Ironically, the first casualties would be the South Africans themselves, both black and
white, hit with the double-barrelled shocks of increased unemployment and removal of
productive facilities from their
country. As American firms evacuate from South Africa, foreign
firms would surely move in to fill
the void; the situation only worsens at this point since Japanese,
German, and Dutch companies
would be less sympathetic and less
anti-discriminatory than the

A Question of
Decorum
To the Editor:
I believe John Bonelli deserves
all of the praise he received in
Claudia Baio's letter of last week.
His record on various activities for
the benefit of the community is
truly noteworthy. However, to
praise him for his honesty toward
his sexual orientations in the Tripod seems to contradict the one
thing that virtually everyone
agrees on, homosexual and homophobic alike: "Sexuality is a personal matter whether it involves
heterosexuals or homosexuals."
Given that sexuality is a personal
matter, why is it necessary to publisize it? It is'.not a question of honesty but of appropriateness. I could
use this space to be honest about
some of my sexual orientations,
but is such an excursion appropriate, or even interesting for that
matter? Claudia herself stated the
case so eloquently in her letter:
"Yes, John Bonelli is gay - Big
Deal!"
Sincerely,
Joseph B. DeDomenieo

Festa, and John Mallaney, the lead,
actors, and all the other students,
Andy Hern, Glenna King, Phoebe
McBride, Dana Morris, Cindy
Phelps, David Sager,s, Wendy
Woolf, and Eric Zimmerman, have
done a fine job. I would also like to
thank and congratulate these students as well as others working on
this play. Some of them are also
rehearsing a play to take to the
University of Toronto at the end
of May and at the same time turning in excellent academic performances in a difficult course.
Sincerely,
Milla B. Riggo
Chairwoman
>
Department of English

American firms now in South Africa. As it stands now, American
firms are subject to U.S. export
regulations which embrace equal
oppurtunity employment and fairwage laws. In addition, many
American'firms voluntarily adhere,
to the Sullivan Principles, a code
drawn up by Reverand Leon Sullivan of Philadelphia which requires the firms to practice nondiscrimination. Clearly, a pullout
of American families would only
hurt the South African people,
probably the blacks more dramatically than the whites. To assume
that disrupting their economy
would in any way help the blacks
is ludicrous.
We recommend that in the future, the Tripod be more careful of
its wording of supposedly unbiased
questions it uses to elicit representative views from the student
body. Clearly, this is one minimal
standard which the Tripod should
meet to establish its journalistic in-'
tegrity. Finally, and most importantly, we encourage Trinity
students interested in the divestiture issue to read a few articles
we've put on reserve at the Library; these articles are found in
the "Apartheid" folder. We especially recomend these articles to
those members of the AntiApartheid Committee who might
advocate divestiture.
Sincerely,
Tom Dunn '86
Scott McLain '86

Printer
Apologizes
Due to technical difficulties Imprint (the West Hartford Company
that prints The Tripod) apologizes
for the poor quality of the sports
photographs in last weeks paper.
This summer Imprint will study
new ways to better increase the
quality of the photographs in the
paper.
Sincerely,
Imprint Inc.
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Test Terminal
In our search for a computer system for the library, we have eliminated all but two vendors: CLSI
and Carlyle. On May 8th, CLSI will
have a test terminal in the card
catalogue of the library. Please
come in and see what the system
can do.

Are You A Leader?
Leadership Roles
The Trinity College Upward Bound
Program needs tutors and counselors for their seven-week summer program which begins June
24th. If you can relate to urban
high school students and have an
expertise in an area of cultural enrichment or physical education,
please call Dennis Mink x468.

Reminder
Students should empty out their
lockers in the Ferris Athletic Center by Monday, May 13 and return
athletic equipment, lock, and towels to the equipment room.

Summer Job
The News Bureau/Public Relations
Office at Trinity has a full-time position available this summer for a
Trinity student. Applicants must
be able to type 50 wpm and have
strong interpersonal skills. The position will offer varied and interesting responsibilities'. The salary
is $4.25 and hour, For information
call Kathy Frederick at 527-3151,
x370 or 217.

Fashion Show
The Women's Center is sponsoring a Spring Fashion Show on May
9 at 4:00 p.m. on the cave patio.
Refreshments will be provided.

Lost & Found
Reward for the return of Wesleyan traveling bag and team
sweats, lost in April near the field
house parking lot. Also personal
clothing- red wool undershirt, levi's, gray/white . flannel shirt.
Please- if you have these, contact
your athletic department or call
Dara collect at 1-347-6089.

Nominations
Accepted
The President's Council on Women
is seeking nominations for the next
academic year. The Council is an
advisory group which reports to
the President on various matters
affecting the needs and ; nterests
of women students,, faculty, and
staff. Nominations should be open
to all men and women in the Trinity community and should be submitted to Rhea Pincus, in the
Development Office, no later than
May 10th.

Summer B&G Jobs
Silent Scream
"SILENT SCREAM: A CRITIQUE AND REBUTTAL" will be
film, Dr. Gary Nobert of Physicians for Choice and others will
lead a discussion of the film. This
event is free and open to all.

The Buildings and Grounds Department is now accepting appli:
cations for Summer employment.
Categories of work include ground
general cleaning and office work.
You must be able to work May 27
through August 30. Preference will
be given to students receiving financial aid.
Contact: B&G as soon as possible.

Clapton:
Forever Man

Senior Givers
The Senior Class Gift Committee
thanks those persons listed below
for their contributions to the Senior Class Gift.
Brooke B. Baldridge
David M. Blyn
Martha L. Bonneville
Julie B. Breene
Melissa E. Brown
Douglas G. Burbank
Marc A. Chabot
Gary C. Christelis
Rachel E. Clement
Lee Coffin
Leslie A. Cohn
Michael Connelly

Laura P. Couch
Theodore S. Coxe
A. Royce Dalby
Gregory Davis
Lori A Davis
Grace E. DeMajewski
Franca Linda DeRosa
William F. Detwiler
Catherine Dion
Lynn E. Elting
Martha J. Erskine
Kimberly A. Ford
Maria M. Formisano
William R. Forte
Kathryn C. Gerber
Camille A. Guthrie
Prudence G. Home
Gretchen G. Kimmick
Steven A. Kish
John F, Klimczak
Ann Marie Mallat
Catherine M. Millett
Matthew T. Moore
David F. O'Donnell
Pamela R. Nichols
Stephen Norton
David F. O'Donnell
Frederick P. Parson
Peyson W. Potter
Sarah E. Ragland
Samuel. S. Reid
Paul E. Renaud
Suzanne R. Rittenbert
David S. Robin.
Katherine L. Schawb
Courtland P. Sears
Kristin L. Soltis
Elaine Stampul
• Timothy Walsh
C. Selden Wells
Thomas N. Wilson
There have been 53 donors with a
total of $995.00 contributed.
Contact: Any member of the Senior Class Gift Committee, or Steve
Norton or Camille Guthrie, CoChairmen;

Fri Cinestudio
Tonight Only
Onee Upon A Time In America 7:30
(1984) The story of five Brooklyn Jewish boys who grow up from being
small time thieves to big time racketeers and gangsters. Sergio Leone's
interpretation of popular Americana starring Robert De Niro, James
Woods, Treat Williams, Tuesday Weld and ELizabeth MeGovern. 214
minutes long.

Wednesday-Saturday
That's Dancing! 7:30
(3985, rated G) Compilations of dance numbers from the movies' greatest
musicals, starring Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, Eleanor Powell, (Cyd Charisse, and examples from Busby Berkely's extravaganzas.
Mrs. Soffel 9:30
(1984, rated PG-13) Mel Gibson (editor's choice) and Diane Keaton star in
a love story based on actual events, telling how a concerned prison warden's wife falls in love with a convicted murderer. Australian director
Gillian Armstrong (My Brilliant Career) creates a convincing nineteenth
century backround.

Sunday and Monday
Don Giovanni 7:30
(1980)Mozart's masterpiece, the complete opera about Don Juan performed by an outstanding international cast and filmed in famous Italian
locations. 185 minutes.
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Study Carrels
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
Rock legend Eric Clapton
brought his renown brand of bluesrock to Hartford last Wednesday
and put on a thunderous 2 1/2-hour
show for the capacity Civic Center
crowd.
Clapton, who is currently on tour
in conjunction with his "Behind
The Sun" album, came equipped
with his1 duo of backup singers, a
taping crew that was filming a live
video, and, of course, his guitar.
His latest album and tour prove
that Clapton, the former leader of
such noted rock groups as the
Yardbirds, Cream, and Derrick
and the Dominoes, is still a class
act.

..;

•,

:

.'

.

•... •

Clapton's unparallelled guitar
virtuosity, showmanship, and versatility were' fully evident last
Wednesday night. The only thorntree in the garden (pardon the pun)
was Clapton's opening act, Graham Parker, who sounded more
like a wounded pack animal than a
singer. Thankfully, he performed
for only 40 minutes and left,
promptly at 8:15, making room for
the Master,
Clapton rocked the audience
with upbeat hits such as I Shot the
Sheriff, Lay Down Sally, Cocaine,
and Layla, bluesy standards like
Wonderful Tonight and Double
Trouble, and new favorites like Behind The Sun and Tangled Love.
He brought the crowd to its feet

with a terrific version of Let It
Rain, which featured a dramatic
rippling light show.
Clapton switched from driving
rock numbers to seering blues
songs with relative ease and quickness and mesmerized this viewer
with his incredibly bluesy guitar
solos.
.
•
Clapton closed his continuous set
with the classic Layla, which was
thankfully played in its entirety,
piano-solo and all. (Layla, the album, was released in 1972 with
Derrick and the Dominoes and represents Clapton's greatest effort
put to vinal.) After several minutes of applause, Clapton returned
for an encore of Forever Man, his
current hit single, and Let It Roll,
an old classic.
Clapton put forth a very smooth
and professional image; decked out .
in a beige suit, flashy shirt, and
bright white shoes and suspenders, Clapton took the time to introduce every member of his band,
allowed his back-up singers to per- •
form solos, and responded with
sincere thank-yous and bows to the
crowd's deafening applause.
Interestingly, the show opened
with Clapton's pianist playing a
Classical piece from Mendelsson on
keyboard beneath the glow of a luminescent blue light. Following
that intro, Clapton strode to center stage and ripped into his 2 1/2hour performance. A Classical intro for a classic performer, Clapton, like a fine wine, just gets
better with age.

I

The library has a small number of
student study carrels available
each year for Senior Thesis students. Sophomores who will be
away their Junior year should keep
in mind that applications for these
carrels are taken in October, of
each year.
The Library staff cannot contact
each student to make this offer.
Perhaps this notice will help.

SPRING WEEKEND
Friday:

Animal House Party 10-2
New Sam & Dave Revue
Wash. Room
Saturday: Soap Box Derby
11:30-2
Vernon Street
Alligator Jam
Afternoon
Quad
Sunday: Helen Wheels
12-?
Til Tuesday
Ramones
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PORTS
W-Lax: NIAC Champs Again
by Julia McLaughlin
Senior Sports Staff
Trinity's women's lacrosse won
its third straight NIAC title on
Sunday by defeating Connecticut
College 13-6.
The Trinity Bantams were the
number one seed and host of the
NIAC tournament. The Bantams
beat number four seed Middlebury
12-7 on Saturday in semi-final play.
In the Conn College game, the
Bants proved once again that they
are a strong second half team.
Trinity shut down the Camels' offense as Conn was able to score
only two goals the entire second
half, one in the opening minutes
and one in the last minute of the
game.
In between this time, Trin
poured on the juice and scored

eight goals.
The crowd cheered in amazement as center Susie Cutler sped
down the field on a fast break and
passed the ball to Ginny Biggar,
who made the thirteenth and final
goal of the game.
Cutler and Biggar are the team's
high scorers with 40 and 34 goals
respectively before this championship game.
After the game, Trinity players
and Coaches Robin Sheppard and
Sarah Burnell celebrated by drinking champagne out of their silver
bowl trophey.
The Trinity-Middlebury match
on Saturday was a hard-fought
game in which neither team was
willing to give up anything to the
other team.
The key player in Saturday's
game was goalie Sarah Couch.
"Couch played her best game

ever today," said Sheppard. "She's
the only reason we stayed in the
ball game."
Couch made unbelievable saves,
saves that were crucial during
Trin's scoring lapse in the second
half.
"We're really glad we got the
chance to play Middlebury," said
Sheppard. "And I'm even happier
that we met their challenge.
One remarkable aspect of Trinity's offense was the number of
goals scored against the Middlebury goalie. With a season average
of only 10 goals scored against her
a game, Trin got 10 past her in the
first half.
This 1985 Championship team
will lose five excellent senior players: tri-captains Susie Cutler, Sydney Fee, and Karen Rodgers, as
well as Chandler Luke and Kat
Castle.

Trin's Jen Brewster (#25) tires a shot.

Baseball Splits Two
As Pitching Slumps
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
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If it's not one thing, it's another.
Just when it looked like the baseball team's bats were starting to
warm up, its pitching staff, the
strength of the squad earlier in the
year, has slipped a notch. The inability to combine solid pitching
with timely hitting has been a
problem for the Bants this season
and last week was no exception.
Trin continued its uphill rise to
mediocrity this past week, going
2-2 and.raising j{s record to 9-15.
Art Fitzgerald and Ed Butler
combined to push Trin past homestanding Clark, 7-5, as* Bill Markowitz contributed two hits,
including a triple.
Trin then pounded out 12 hits
against Central Conn, but rookie
southpaw Matt Bergeron couldn't
hold the fort on the mound, dropping a 14-6 decision.
Following a rainout of the Colby
game, Trin split a double-dip with
Bates at home, winning 9-8 and
losing 11-6.
Mark Hamel and Butler pitched
Trin to a 7-6 lead in the seventh,
when Butler yielded a two-run ho-

"'

photo by John

mer. But the Bants fought back
and won it when Andy Filler
stroked a pinch-hit, two-run, basest
loaded single in the bottom of the
seventh.
Fitzgerald and Andy Bivona
were roughed up in the nightcap
as Trin lost it 11-6.
Trin manager Robie Shults has
spent most of this year waiting for
his team to combine good pitching
with good hitting. He's still waiting.
"We're a very young team and
now that we're hitting the ball a
little better, our pitching' is floundering. Mike Griscione's sore
shoulder has hurt our pitching' •
staff," said Shults.
Nevertheless, Shults feels that
there have been some bright spots
this season.
"For a rebuilding year, we've
learned some things," said Shults.
"We've learned that we can counton freshmen T.J. Turner and Matt
Bergeron to help us in the future."
Turner, since breaking into the
lineup recently at first and DH,
has hit over .400, while Bergeron
has shown promise on the mound.
But it will take a lot more pitching
and a lot more hitting for Trin to
reach the level of respectability.

Shield Drafted By Packers
hi *M< |ih< n k dullm in
> ,
'
It
\<

Joe Shield, surrounded by friends, hears from the Packers.

M»Lax:,Playoff Bound
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
•.' On last Wednesday, Men's lacrosse finished up its regular season with an 13-5 win over
Westfield. The Bants' final record
is 9-3, which is quite a turn-around
from last year.
The Bants started out very
slowly against Westfield, which
was able to score four times in the
first 12 minutes of the first
quarter. Things didn't look good
for the Bants at this stage, but Trin
rallied and David Boone plowed in
and scored unassisted starting a
Bant comeback.

Trin scored- again in the first
quarter, went into the second
quarter two goals behind, and
eventually tied it 4-4 at the half.
Trin overpowered Westfield in
the second half, although Westfield scored first to go up 5-4. But
Rob Beede tied it and triggered a
Bant onslaught that gave them an
11-5 win.
The convincing home victory
over Westfield State was a nice
conclusion to a very successful season for men's lacrosse.
By virtue of their excellent 9-3
record, the Bantams have been selected to compete in the Division
III NESCAC playoffs.

i .
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Shield stopped being" a Trinity
Bantam and became a Green Bay
Packer.
That was when the phone rang
in Shield's High Rise quad and
Packer coach Forest Gregg made
it official; Shield was Green Bay's
1 lth round draft choice.
The call ended a tense day, night,
and early morning for Shield who
waited while 11 other quarterbacks, were chosen before the
Packer's made the pick. Shield was
the 293rd player chosen.
The call was the end of one phase
in Shield's quest to become an NFL
quarterback and the next phase,
making the Green Bay team, began less than 48 hours later as the
Bants' all-time leading passer left
Hartford early Thursday morning
for Green Bay.
Shield spent Thursday meeting
with Packer coaches and started a
mini-training session Friday with
over five hours of meetings. Saturday was spent in more meetings,
concentrating on reading defensive coverages, and Sunday Shield
took the field for the first time as
a Packer. Pie returned to Hartford
Monday night.

The process starts again twodays after graduation when Shield
travels back to Wisconsin for another mini-camp.
The most obvious question now
is whether Shield will be able to
make the Green Bay team. The
Packers start veteran Lynn
Dickey. His backup has been Rich
Campbell, but Campbell has asked
to be traded and the Packers plan
~to fulfill this request.
This off-season, however, the
Packers traded an undisclosed
draft pick to Denver for former
Giant starter Scott Brunner. And
there is second-year man Randy
Wright who has had knee surgery.
It would appear-that Shield will
have to beat out either Wright or
Brunner to make the Packer
squad. ,
There appear to be a couple of
factors in Shield's favor. First, one
would think that the Packers will
only keep Brunner if he wins the
number two spot behind Dickey. It
is rare for a team to keep a former
NFL starter 'as a third string
quarterback.
Second, Wright's knee is still a
questionmark. A young quarterback with a bumb knee is not a hot
commodity in the mobility-conscious NFL.
Finally, the fact that Shield
comes from a Division III'school
may play in his favor. If the Puck-

ers decide Shield has true NFL poti'iitisil they probably would Want
to retain him and give Shield every
opportunity to develop.
Shield did not sign a contract this
weekend, but it seems likely that
he will sign in the next week or
two. While the 11th round won't
bring Shield Fluite-esque money,
it won't put him in the poor house.
A quarterback drafted in the late
rounds usually garners a signing
bonus of around $15,000 with a
salary in the neighborhood of
$50,000 conditional on his making
the final roster.
For now Shield has a summer
job which promises the possibility
of future employment
Gregg's first question, to Shield
was a puzzling one until a few days
after the draft. Gregg asked if
Shield had signed with any other
league. At the time it seemed odd,
but after the draft it became,
known that the Tampa Bay Bandits of the USF'L had secretly
signed a number of players before
I hi' draft. Gregg was just being
careful.
Although Shield was the only
Bantam drafted, another Trin
player will have an opportunity to
make the NFL. Placekicker Chris
Cnskin travels to the Meadowlands Friday, to kick for the New
York Giant staff.
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Do You

VISA & MosterCord Credit Cards ?

CREDITGETTER.BOX 291584, DAVIE,FL 33329

Now YOU can hav« two of chs aoae recognized and accepted
cr«dit c«rd« la th« world. . .VISA® and Haatarcard,^ credit
card*
"In your nan*" EVEN IF YOU A M NEW IN CRKDIT ox
HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEPORBI
VISA® and RaaterCard^ tha
credit cardi you deaerva and need for * ID * BOOKS
* DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT
* EMERGENOf CASH * TICKETS * RESTAURANTS
• HOTELS i MOTELS • GAS * CA* RENTALS * REPAIRS
« AND TO BUIU) YQUSt CUPIT RATIHGI
This is the credit card information kit students have
been reading about in publications from coast to
coast and includes SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATIONS
for MasterCard & Visa as well aa other national
charge carda. Approval absolutely guaranteed so
Hurry..,.fill out this card today....
Your credit carda ara waiting I

I t O i Iw ^ t VISA^MaaterCard^crediC
cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100%
refundable if not approved^ immediately
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

SOC. SECURITY *

SIGNATURE

CABLES
A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES
CAN HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH.
With graduation here, you're probably ready for a for a fraction of the purchase cost, with affordnew car. Chrysler Corporation understands the ably low monthly payments. You have six months
graduate's problems establishing a credit history from the receipt of your degree to take advantage
and getting together enough cash to finance a of this exclusive program,
new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car,
Mail the coupon below and get full details
thanks to Chrysler's special | —
•-"
- \ of this special Gold Key
program for you,
Gold Key program for colthe new college
lege graduates.
OUT
graduate. Act now.
You can drive a new
Chrysler
MORE.
1985 Chrysler or Plymouth
Plymouth

FIND

SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.
Name
Address
State

City

Zip

College or University
Graduation Date
Mail to: Chrysler-Plymouth College Graduate Program
2751 E. Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Ml 48207

ZIP
•
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Public Masturbation Is Never Easy
By OJ Dart
Special

Reagan is God.
I hate liberals. I love Reagan. I love Republicans. I
love money. Reagan is God. People who are poor should
die. I love Benetton. I love Vuamet. I love Nancy Reagan.
Her husband is God. Nancy is Mrs. God. Money is sheer
pleasure. No one should have it that doesn't work for
it. Reagan is God. I love M-16s and missile silos. I love
spending money. I love Reagan. Poor is bad. I hate the
Peace Corps. Reagan is God and then some. I hate
liberal ideas. I love intervention in. communist countries.
I love saabs and BMW's. Reagan is GOD! I thank my
lucky stars I'm a conservative. Feminism is evil. Liberalism is evil. Accepting homosexuals and lesbians is
evil. Money: I can't have enough. Neither can Reagan.
Reagan is God and I love his religion. I hate bleeding
heart liberals. ! love the National Review. I love cleanliness. Liberals are dirty and scruffy and they eat bean
sprouts and granola. I hate bean sprouts. I love brie. I
love ice cream. Conservatives are where it's all happening. Reagan is God. Not having money is Hell. • I hate
Hell. I love money. Money is my life. I love power and
the abuse thereof. Reagan is God. Liberals never have
enough money. Not having money is bad, it is evil. I
hate bad, I hate evil. George Will should be deified.
Geraldine Ferraro is evil. Democrats (uck! what a repulsive word, it even sounds ugly) are evil and they want
to see us blown up by commies. I love guns. I love
vigilantes. Everyone should have a gun and a guest
membership to the NRA. Reagan is God. He should have
disowned his daughter for marrying a Yoga Instructor!?
Jane Fonda is evil, John Wayne is a demi-god. Reagan
is God. Protest marches should be nuked. ConnPIRG
should be nuked. The Women's Center should be nuked.
Reagan is God. Stocks and Bonds are excellent. Money
is just asking to be earned. Power is just begging to be
corrupted. Reagan is God. American-made cars are evil.
Artsy people scare me. Economics majors are disciples
of God. Reagan is God. People in the cave are evil.
People in Saga are not. Law school is great. I love
money, power, respect, and alcohol (in that order, exactly). Money has healing power. Social services suck.
Who needs the poor? Not I. The poor are evil. Bowling
is for slobs. Reagan is God. Reagan does not bowl.
Reagan rides in helicopters. Helicopters are power. Helicopters are God-transporters. Everyone on welfare is
demonic and shiftless. Who needs money for social
programs when you can spend all your money on guns,
tanks, and nuclear weapons? Nuclear weapons are a
God-send. Reagan is the God that sends them. God loves
a good conservative. I love God. REAGAN IS OUR SAVIOR.

I hate baring my «hest in public.
I always have and I always will.
Being- the exibitkmist that I am
however, I can never pass up the
chance to expose myself for twothirds of a page or so. This feeling
conies over me when T think of
leaving Trinity. Given the opportunity I just can't help filling up
space in a newspaper with my
cliched thoughts that graduates
are always told they will have. You
know — lines like "out in the ral
world", "Yuppie", "L.L. Bean"
(Who?). At the same time I refuse
to deny the fact that no sane Senior would be reluctant to admidt:
I'm ready to leave Trinity College.
It was great to be here, but I'm
glad to go.
Whether or not I'd come back to
Trinity if I had to do it all over
again is none of your business. I'ts
hard to believe that Trinity was
my first choice in 1981, but it was.
Trinity, problems? We could use
an open minded student body —
who could see neighbors instead of
neighborhoods — and an administration that had a clue. But these
are not the kinds of things that

should bother us. No school is perfect. Trinity is exactly what it appears to be. It's exclusive, and has
a gossip network that I think few
schools can match; Pryuppies can
fit in at Trinity. There is an atmosphere on the Long Walk, in the
Libes and around Mather that
makes one feel she should have a
"Hello My Name Is" on.
Granted it hasn't always been
easy being at Trinity. It has been
frustrating to always say, "I go to
Trinity in Hartford." only to be
greeted by a blank stare and the
question "Why?". So we don't
have the best name in the country.
Mediocrity is par for the course.
Yale, Brown and Georgetown are
not the definitive answer to higher
education. Edward Fiske and Lisa
Birnbach were clear sighted anuf
to give us top rating for "Social
Life." The administration and faculty seem to want to change this
feeling; come on, who are you
trying to kid.
Ah, we reach the point in the
inch count (Sorry Julia Pistor)
where reader attention wanes and
the reporter can get away with
most any kind o' sloth. I'm sure
you have something better to do
then read my long term plan for
Trinity's sucess. If not, go do
something wrong.
I will say that Trinity gives you

what it promised: I small liberal
arts college located in a metropolitan center of New England. If
Trinity is much different than you
thought it would be, you didn't pay
much attention to Barron's or Dr.
Whatshisface, your highschool
counselor. If you didn't know it
was preppy, you didn't open the
catalog.
I admit I'll miss Trinity. Yea, the
Chapel is nice. My yard in New
York is smaller than the Quad. I'll
miss scoping in the libes, scoping
in the co-ed bathrooms in Northam, and scoping on the Quad. I'll
even miss sneaking into SAGA and
scoping there.
Most of all I'll miss the care free
life of a college student. It's tough
to find a job where you only work
two days a week and start at 11:20.
The Cave is cheap, and BC/RC is
the deal of a lifetime.
I prepare to become a Trinity
alum with a wierd fear of a Pryuppie calling me one day as part of a
Phonothon. I've heard a lot about
academics and learned a lot about
myself these past four years. I'm
proud and amazed to say that I
leave Trinity considerably less
preppy than I arrived. My last pair
of Topsiders just bit the dust, I
can't locate a single argyle and I
don't even get the catalog anymore. Good things do happen here.

I Don't Have A Job Yet, Shit!
To the Editor:
You know, I'm 'really going to
miss this school, the hallowed halls,
the ivy-covered walls, the rooms,
the quad, the frats,- the SAGA
lines, yes I'm going to miss this
school long after I'm gone. Why,
just sitting in the library, in an unusual moment of misty recognizance and touching sentimental
yearning for what we term "the
best godamn four years of our
lives," I came to the realization
that I will miss this school because
I don't have a job yet. Shit! do you
realize what this means, I may
have to live with my parents until
1 can afford an apartment, a new

Our Beloved Staff

car, some nice clothes, you realize
what this means? I'll tell you, bud.
'Tt means no more wild parties on
the vveeknight, no more snaking
on freshmen at frats, none of that
once I'm out of here.
Why can't we stay here forever,
any how? I'll have a degree in
Comparative Classical Psychology, for God's sake, and pray tell,
what am I going to do with that
save bagging groceries or joining
the Peace Corps.. I don't think it's
fair that we shall be thrown in to
the fast world of business and the
cut-throat capitalistic society that
pressures us in to finding the
"best" jobs and the most "valuable" experiences. Who are these

bourgeoisie bastards to tell us that
we should be making "x" amount
of dollars or our education Was-fHt*
naught? You have some nerve! I
will miss this college, but you can't
break me, nosireebob, I'm going to
get myself the cushiest office job
around, and the rest of you can all
go die, I never really liked this
place anyways.
Sincerely,
Bob Broccoli
P.S. If anyone can type my 80 page
thesis, I'm willing to pay big money
or wash your car or something,
drop me a line.

Woman's Center BLOOM COUMTY
Carol I. Helstosky- Perma-Rag editor, she smokes andf
wears black.

Token Letter

Elaine Stampul- "Shoulda gone to Wesleyan" editor,!
hmmph. -

To the Editore,
We strongly object to the pictures
| John Shiftman- Token conservative editor, don't touchf§ in your last issue of Woman's lahis nose.
I crosse. The Women are depicted
fondling phalic sticks that have
Steve Gellman- What else but Sports, sports, Joe Shield,! balls they are "shooting" and
| and more sports?
| "scoring;" The sexual implications
are self-evident but I'll keep writing because that's part of my job
Kathy Gallant- "She started it a l l ! " editor and farm league! here at Trinity College in Hart| literary genius, Dead meat in Observer eyes.
| ford, Connecticut 06106, United
States of America, North AmerEllen Garrity- Boo-Boo strip, scrapes, scabs and cuts| ica, Western Hemisphere, Earth,
the Solar System. We hope that
| editor. Laura Ashley should see her now.
the Intruder will show more taste
and sensitivity in its next edition.
! Christy Gonzalez- What does she do again? oh y e a h j
'] world- stuff, yeah.
.
| Femininely yours,
Judith Z. Brazeberg
[Julia, Mclaughlin- "Gellman-ln-T raining" editor but camefj Trinity Woman's Center
II to her senses in time to defect to news.
•
f§
iAnne Grunbeck- News Wench, Freshman, heh-heh...

1

1

I

•'

'

Reason d'etre

\ Steve Brenman- Token rumpied-look editor, no one knows,!: To the Editor,
I don't think we give Steve Norton
[really...
1 ami Lee Coffin get enough credit
for living. I mean if they were to
iMike Duffy and Lee Coffin- HA-HA! made you look!
eease to exist what would we do?
Nothing-. Bummer.
Signed,
land all the rest of the staff that we can't pick on because
E.G. Oriole
^th
may get too" uptight..;..-,
I'.S. I do not like Lee! Who said
that?

by Berk© Breatited
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Trinity's Liberals
To Sponsor Day of
Granola Awareness
By Ricky Ricardo
iihulim News Reporter

Trinity's liberal rontingent has
announced plans to ho-;t a granola
awareness day. Said Candance
Brown, organizer of the event, "A
lot of students don't realize the
benefits of granola. We want to
make them aware."
The day will begin with a granola tasting session. This will be followed by several lectures whose
topics include "Granola vs. Grape
Nuts," "From Health Snack to
Candy: The Shameful Decline of
Granola Bars," and "The History
of Granola." The day will conclude
with a granola recipe contest.
All Trinity students are welcome
at these events. Says Brown, "A
lot of the liberals already know
.about granola. We want to educate
those who don't know." The Progressive Student Alliance is sponsoring the event in an attempt to
force awareness upon students ignorant of early 70s liberal radicalism. "It's harsh," said Jimbo Boho
'87, "I see kids eating M&M's
when they could be eating crunchy, earthy food. I knew this would
happen when they cancelled 'The
Waltons'." Jimbo is scheduling a
granolaphobia workship in an hon-

est attempt to confront real issues
in eating habits.
The College Conservative Club
is already mobilizing its forces to
"blunt the edge" of granola liberalism. President of the Reagan-is God Committee Joey Johnson
wrote at length about the dangers
of liberal eating in his last letter to
the Intruder. You know, those
damned conservatives always
write all over our pages complaining about this or that or the price
of bananas in Tanzania, can't they
just sit still for a minute? Oop —
excuse the blatant editorializing.
Conservatives are afraid the liberal rhetoric of Granola Awareness Day will get out of hand. "The
next thing you know, we'll all be
wearing earth shoes again. Disgusting. See these loafers? Well I
like wearing them and no granola
freak is going to change my mind.
No way," Joey Johnson adamantly
declared in an Intruder interview.
Alas! What will happen to Granola Awareness Day at Trinity?
Might it crumble? "If students are
too apathetic to care about wholesome grains and raisins, then they
don't deserve this day," said
Jimbo. Vice President Smith,
President English, Dean Winer,
Paula Chu-Riehardson, RalstonPurina, and the Quaker Oats guy
with the funny Pilgrim hat could
not be reached for comment.

»"•

AP Laserphoto

Granola Awareness Day is being co-sponsored by the Trinity faculty's "Bran for Good Living" Club. "Bran,
like granola, provides us with that extra 'oomph' to start the day and it keeps us regular as well."

Apartheid? Famine? Naah Ourselves!
ganizer of the march, "There
wasn't anything left to protest.
We've already protested apartheid
and all the other trendy issues, and
two weeks.ago we protested Farrakan's speech on campus. We'd
been gearing up for that all year
and after it was over we felt kinda
let down. We needed another protest. This was all that was left."

Wesleyan Students Protest Themselves
Last Monday at Wesleyan University in Middletown, the entire
student body participated in a
march protesting themselves. Said
Pete Jacobs, president of the Wesleyan Student Association and or-

•Signs carried by the protesters
had messages ranging from "Down
With Bohos, Up With Yuppies" to
"We Should Have Gone to Trin-

ity." Others stated, "Who Needs
To Be Artsy?", "Bleeding Heart
. Liberals are the Downfall of
America," and "Intellectuals Don't
Drive Saabs." As the protesters
marched in front of Wesleyan's
administration building they
chanted "Down With Activism."
When asked if he thought the
march was a success, Jacobs
stated, "I think so. I think we've
made the Wesleyan community
aware of the issue and demonstrated our commitment to alleviating the problem."

Lori Davis: "The Best
Pass Joe Made in Four
Years Was at Me!"
by Rona Barrett
Staff Snoop

Last week People Magazine
printed a feature story about Doug
Flutie's girlfriend. In the interest
of fair play, the Intruder feels that
r
it is only right that Lori Davis, the
.' • girlfriend of Trinity's own Joe
Shield, who vias picked up by the
Green Bay Packers in last week's
NFL draft, should be featured in
this week's issue. Davis is a senior,
double majoring in French and
American Studies and is the Program Coordinator of the RA program. She and Shield have been
together since their freshman year.
-i
•r

Wesleyan sludents protest themselves. Whoopee.

Hey Kathy!
Jqy|f & / wish
Birthdi

I met with Davis in her comfortable Funston apartment. After she
had comfortably settled herself on
her charmingly designed comforter, holding her favorite teddybear, Joey, she began to tell, me
the story of she and Joe's early •
relationship.
"I had been dating one of the
other quarterbacks on the team,
but after a while it was obvious
that we weren't each other's cup
of tea, as they say. Joe had always
seemed so cute and wholesome and
such a nice guy (he's from Vermont, you know) and anyway, he
was a better quarterback than the
other guy, so we started going
out."
I must say, I do like a girl who
demands quality in her quarterbacks; no second-stringers for her.
During the second semester of
junior year Davis studied in Europe, but didn't engage in any
"foreign affairs," "Being in Paris,
La Ville d'Amour, (that means
"City of Love") just made me miss
Joe all the more'. By the end of the
semester, he had two hundred dol-

lars worth of phone bills." The separation was difficult for these two
love birds, but their love survived
and they returned senior year as
devoted to one another as they had
ever been.
Davis looks thoughtfully out the
window to Summit Street and her
thoughts turn pensive as she relives her relationship with Joe.
Being the woman behind the
quarterback hasn't been all fun and
games, except at Crow parties.
When I asked if she ever felt that
she had played second-fiddle to
Joe's football buddies, Davis responded that although she tried to
be as involved as possible with
Joe's athletic life, there were just
certain things that a girlfriend
couldn't identify with, such as jock
itch. "I try to be as supportive as
I can', no matter what. The only
person I ever felt that I was competing with for Joe's attention was
sports editor Steve Gellman, whose
motives still remain questionable."
This hasn't kept her from having a
good time, though and Trinity people definitely consider Davis a
woman in her own right and not
just Joe Shield's girlfriend. "Joe's
a fantastic guy and he simply
wouldn't respect the kind of girl
who lives solely for her man. He
wants me to have my own life."
Just what that life will be remains to be seen. Davis is excited
about Green Bay and hears that
they have excellent suburbs,
schools and aerobics classes. She
smiles coyly and declines to answer when asked why she's so interested in the schools, "Joe just
wouldn't want me to sit around all
day, so I think that I'll be putting
my French and American Studies
backgrounds to work for me.
Maybe I'll open a little boutique or
continued on page 12
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Shield's
Main
Cheer leader

ISP-USB

maybe a French dry cleaners or
something else to keep me busy.
Nothing that takes too much time
away from taking care of Joe,
though, which is my primary concern. I think a man should have a
nice, hot dinner waiting for him
when he gets home from a long
day at the stadium." Davis is used
to suburban life, having come from
Avon, Connecticut, where she was
a cheerleader, prom and Homecoming queens at Avon High
School. "Cheering at all of those
football games really prepared me
for my relationship with Joe. I
really feel that it is my job to be
his main cheerleader."
"Don't let the NFL fool you,",
says Davis, "the best pass Joe's
made in four years is at me."

Flying Nun
Visits Triii
Trinity basketball player Ken Abere was recently on iftvi Magazine
demonstrating a new sport which he invented, Dead Referee Basketball. "What else are you supposed to do with dead referees?"

FOOD ADDICHON
BULIMIA • COMPULSIVE OVEREATING
Are You Suffering From Any Three of The Following:
Q Binge on high calorie food.
• Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating).
D Constant attempts at dieting,
Q Frequent weight fluctuations.
D Eating to discomfort.
• Use of laxatives or diuretics

NAPLES RESEARCH
&. COUNSELING CENTER
• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation.
> Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment.
» 24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support.
• Modern Residential Setting. • Special Familizafcion Program,
• Individual and Group Therapy.
• Covered by Most Insurance Plans.

UPl/Reuters Rndiophoto

'Watch That Arm, Lori!"

BLOOM COUMTT
WLL. UU5T
THINK IT'S HIM

The office of the Chaplain announced the first event in their series of visiting clergy on campus.
On Friday, May 10 the 'Flying Nun
will visit Trinity. She will give a
lecture entitled "Inspiration in the
Air: Sky Imagery in Religious Tradition." After the lecture she will
personally consult students interested in both the clergy and aeronautics. The Flying Nun will also
talk about her personal experiences and give a demonstration.
The entire Trinity community is
invited to attend.

by Eerke Breatlteii
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24-Hour Assistance
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Outside Florida

• Call for a complimentary copy of our newest publication, "A Mini-Guide
to Food Addiction."
• Call for complete confidential information on our residential treatment
program or Insurance approval.

NAPLES RESEARCH &. COUNSELING CENTER
"The nation's most comprehensive system for the treatment of addictive disorders."

9001 Tamlaml Trait South • Naples, Florida 33962
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J.C.A.H. accredited

^WIIM
Member ol the American Hospital Association
An ailihale of WILMAC Health Care.Partners in Family Progress
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At their meeting last Thursday the SGA proposed some additions to the Trinity campus. Included are new
chairs for the cave patio, a train from North Campus to the Library, a new President's house, and weekly tea
parties for the entire Trinity community.
caption by Barney z. Rubble

